Modular in-house education
At a general level, when it comes to cyber-awareness and regulatory issues such as GDPR,
all businesses must provide training for their staff. But at an individual level, the needs of
each business differ widely. Our modular in-house education offers a way of providing ongoing, customised and affordable training to your staff, as and when it is needed.
At Risk Evolves, we are firm believers in the
value of education and training: an informed
workforce is fundamental to implementing
effective systems and processes, while
compliance can only be achieved and
maintained when the requirements are
recognised and understood across the
organisation.
We also realise that training will always
be a work-in-progress and that on-going,
relevant training is vital to educate the staff
in a particular culture and mind-set. However
successful a half-day workshop or week-long
intensive course may be on paper, once your
staff are back at their desks, the memory
soon fades; theory needs to be
applied to actual situations, and
constant vigilance is needed to
On-going,
maintain a state of alert.
There’s no one-size-fits-all
training solution, so we’ve
put together a selection
of modules covering such

Our aim is to protect your business interests
by ensuring your staff are kept informed and
aware of their responsibilities. Training takes a
range of formats, from in-house face-to-face
seminars and workshops, to infographics and
advisory posters, to dummy-runs that check
understanding of what to do in situations such
as receipt of spoof phone calls and phishing
emails.
Investing in staff training is essential to achieve
business stability and allow for growth, but it’s
vital to get the right amount of training at the
right level. We want to make it easy for you to
access the right education for your organisation
and your personnel as and when it is needed.
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customised and
affordable training
for your staff.

topics as GDPR, Risk Management and
Cyber Security, from which you can pick and
choose to suit your organisation’s specific
requirements. You can combine your selections
into a package that is paid monthly, spreading
the cost while making sure the training that your
business needs is available at the time and in
the form you need it.

Freedom to innovate:
confidence to grow

For more information on our services, contact us:
01926 800 710 | info@riskevolves.com | www.riskevolves.com
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